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Customer information


CargoBeamer offers a service for freight forwarders, logistics companies, and large shippers to shift semi-trailers from the road to environmentally friendly rail. Besides carbon neutral transport of all kinds of semi-trailers, our customers benefit from using drivers and tractor units more efficiently and thus significantly increase their profitability compared to road transport.
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Plan your transport
with CargoBeamer now!







Choose route






Starting place    
Domodossola 
Kaldenkirchen 
Calais 
Perpignan 
Bari 
Ashford 















Arrival place    
Kaldenkirchen 
Domodossola 
Perpignan 
Ashford 
Calais 
Bari 
















Select date range










Search                                































Departure                    





Pickup                    


 Status
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Domodossola





Sat 13.04.2024                                        




11:45                                        
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Kaldenkirchen





Tue 16.04.2024                                        




08:00                                        











bookable
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Kaldenkirchen





Sat 13.04.2024                                        




15:00                                        
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Domodossola





Mon 15.04.2024                                        




06:00                                        











bookable
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Kaldenkirchen





Sat 13.04.2024                                        




15:00                                        
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Domodossola





Mon 15.04.2024                                        




20:00                                        











bookable
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Calais





Sat 13.04.2024                                        




16:30                                        
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Perpignan





Mon 15.04.2024                                        




14:30                                        











bookable
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Kaldenkirchen





Mon 15.04.2024                                        




12:00                                        
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Domodossola





Tue 16.04.2024                                        




14:00                                        











bookable
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Domodossola





Mon 15.04.2024                                        




13:00                                        
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Kaldenkirchen





Tue 16.04.2024                                        




15:00                                        











bookable
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Perpignan





Mon 15.04.2024                                        




18:00                                        
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Calais





Wed 17.04.2024                                        




08:30                                        











bookable
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Perpignan





Mon 15.04.2024                                        




18:00                                        
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Ashford





Wed 17.04.2024                                        




17:30                                        











bookable
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Kaldenkirchen





Mon 15.04.2024                                        




18:30                                        
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Domodossola





Tue 16.04.2024                                        




20:00                                        











bookable
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Domodossola





Mon 15.04.2024                                        




18:30                                        
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Kaldenkirchen





Tue 16.04.2024                                        




20:30                                        











bookable
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Not a
customer
yet?



Get a quote now













Timetable



Kaldenkirchen – Domodossola
Kaldenkirchen – Bari
Domodossola – Bari
Calais – Perpignan



825 km - 23 hours transit time - 40 trips per week






Download product sheet











Kaldenkirchen – Domodossola

	Check-In	Check-out
	Monday 12:00	Tuesday 14:00
	Monday 18:30	Tuesday 20:00
	Monday 22:00	Wednesday 06:00
	Tuesday 07:00	Wednesday 08:00
	Tuesday 12:00	Wednesday 14:00
	Tuesday 18:30	Wednesday 20:00
	Tuesday 22:00	Thursday 06:00
	Wednesday 12:00	Thursday 14:00
	Wednesday 18:30	Thursday 20:00
	Wednesday 22:00	Friday 06:00
	Thursday 07:00	Friday 08:00
	Thursday 12:00	Friday 14:00
	Thursday 18:30	Friday 20:00
	Thursday 22:00	Saturday 06:00
	Friday 12:00	Saturday 10:30
	Friday 22:00	Monday 06:00
	Friday 22:00	Monday 06:00
	Saturday 09:00	Monday 06:00
	Saturday 15:00	Monday 06:00
	Saturday 15:00	Monday 20:00








Domodossola – Kaldenkirchen

	Check-In	Check-out
	Monday 13:00	Tuesday 15:00
	Monday 18:30	Tuesday 20:30
	Monday 21:45	Wednesday 06:00
	Tuesday 13:00	Wednesday 15:00
	Tuesday 18:30	Wednesday 20:30
	Tuesday 21:45	Thursday 06:00
	Wednesday 07:30	Thursday 08:00
	Wednesday 13:00	Thursday 15:00
	Wednesday 18:00	Thursday 20:30
	Wednesday 21:45	Friday 06:00
	Thursday 13:00	Friday 15:00
	Thursday 18:30	Friday 20:30
	Thursday 21:45	Saturday 06:00
	Friday 07:30	Saturday 08:00
	Friday 13:00	Saturday 13:00
	Friday 18:00	Monday 06:00
	Friday 21:45	Monday 09:00
	Saturday 11:00	Monday 12:00
	Saturday 11:45	Monday 20:30
	Saturday 11:45	Tuesday 08:00











Kaldenkirchen - Bari

	Check-In	Check-out
	Monday 18:30	Thursday 06:45
	Wednesday 18:30	Saturday 06:45
	Friday 20:00	Tuesday 06:45








Bari - Kaldenkirchen

	Check-In	Check-out
	Monday 20:00	Thursday 15:00
	Wednesday 20:00	Saturday 15:00
	Friday 20:00	Tuesday 08:00











Domodossola - Bari

	Check-In	Check-out
	Tuesday 20:30	Thursday 06:45
	Thursday 20:30	Saturday 06:45
	Saturday 11:45	Tuesday 06:45








Bari - Domodossola

	Check-In	Check-out
	Monday 20:00	Wednesday 10:00
	Wednesday 20:00	Friday 10:00
	Friday 20:00	Monday 06:00











Calais – Perpignan

	Check-In	Check-out
	Wednesday 12:00	Thursday 16:00
	Saturday 16:30	Monday 14:30








Perpignan – Calais

	Check-In	Check-out
	Monday 18:00	Wednesday 08:30
	Thursday 18:00	Saturday 08:30











Calais – Domodossola

	Closing	Check-out
	Monday 10:30	Wednesday 06:00
	Tuesday 13:30	Thursday 07:00
	Wednesday 10:30	Friday 06:00
	Thursday 10:30	Saturday 06:00
	Friday 13:30	Monday 07:00
	Saturday 10:30	Monday 18:30








Domodossola – Calais

	Closing	Check-out
	Monday 10:00	Tuesday 15:00
	Tuesday 06:30	Wednesday 14:30
	Wednesday 06:30	Thursday 14:30
	Thursday 06:30	Friday 14:30
	Friday 06:30	Saturday 14:30
	Friday 21:30	Monday 06:00











Kaldenkirchen – Rostock

	Closing	Check-out
	Monday 21:30	Tuesday 20:00
	Tuesday 21:30	Wednesday 20:00
	Wednesday 21:30	Thursday 20:00
	Thursday 21:30	Friday 20:00
	Friday 21:30	Saturday 20:00
	Saturday 14:30	Sunday 20:00








Rostock – Kaldenkirchen

	Closing	Check-out
	Monday 21:00	Wednesday 06:00
	Tuesday 21:00	Thursday 06:00
	Wednesday 21:00	Friday 06:00
	Thursday 21:00	Saturday 06:00
	Friday 21:00	Monday 06:00
	Saturday 21:00	Tuesday 06:00


















CargoBeamer eLogistics Portal


With the CargoBeamer eLogistics Portal you can book transports and manage orders easily, conveniently and securely. Our online platform offers the following options:

	Book transports digitally
	View transport jobs and required documents
	Be informed about the status of your shipment any time on a 24/7 basis
	Track your shipment Europe-wide and in real time via GPS
	Retrieve invoices, conditions and framework agreements




Click here to login!
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CargoBeamer Terminals
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Calais




	Operator:	
CargoBeamer


	Opening hours:	


	Monday - Friday	08:00 - 19:45
	Saturday	08:00 - 21:45







	Routes:	

Calais
→
Perpignan



Calais
→
Ashford



	Address:	
CargoBeamer Terminal
91 Rue Gustave Eiffel
62730 Marck
France

50.941960, 1.926392

Google Maps Link








terminal
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Kaldenkirchen




	Operator:	
Cabooter Group


	Opening hours:	


	Monday - Friday	06:00 - 22:00
	Saturday	06:00 - 15:00







	Routes:	

Kaldenkirchen
→
Domodossola



Kaldenkirchen
→
Bari



	Address:	
Cabooter Railterminal Kaldenkirchen
An der Kleinbahn 16-18
41334 Kaldenkirchen
Germany

51.328781, 6.200781

Google Maps Link








terminal
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Domodossola




	Operator:	
CargoBeamer


	Opening hours:	


	Monday - Friday	06:00 - 21:45
	Saturday	06:00 - 11:45







	Routes:	

Domodossola
→
Kaldenkirchen



Domodossola
→
Bari



	Address:	
CargoBeamer Terminal
Via Domodossola, Gate 6
28851 Beura Cardezza
Italy

46.068662, 8.287896

Google Maps Link








terminal
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Bari




	Operator:	
Terminali Italia S.r.l.


	Opening hours:	


	Monday - Friday	06:45 - 20:00
	Saturday	06:45 - 16:00
	Sunday	06:45 - 12:30







	Routes:	

Bari
→
Kaldenkirchen



Bari
→
Domodossola



	Address:	
Terminal Bari Ferruccio
Vicinale del Tesoro,
Scalo merci FS
IT-70124 Bari
Italy

Google Maps Link








terminal
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Perpignan




	Operator:	
PSCCT


	Opening hours:	


	Monday - Friday	06:30 - 18:50
	Saturday	07:30 - 12:40







	Routes:	

Perpignan
→
Calais



Perpignan
→
Neuss



Perpignan
→
Ashford



	Address:	
Perpignan Saint Charles Conteneur Terminal
320 Avenue de Barcelone
66000 Perpignan
France

42.680424, 2.845895

Google Maps Link








terminal
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Ashford




	Operator:	
Getlink


	Opening hours:	


	Monday - Saturday	06:00 - 22:00
	Sunday	06:00 - 12:00







	Routes:	

Ashford
→
Calais



Ashford
→
Perpignan



	Address:	
Waterbrook Ave
TN24 0GB
Ashford
United Kingdom

51.125393, 0.905015

Google Maps Link








terminal

























Advantages for all
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Any semi-trailer

We make rail accessible for nearly all semi-trailers, including non-craneable, tank, and Frigo units.
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Loading and unloading in 20 minutes

Complete loading and unloading of a train only takes 20 minutes.
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Save costs and personnel

Logistics companies increase their profitability and work more effectively with CargoBeamer.
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Sustainable transport

Each transported unit saves on average 85% of CO2 emissions compared to the road.
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Any Terminal

Our trains can be handled in both special automated CargoBeamer terminals and by crane or reachstacker.
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Relieving roads

Transport by rail relieves roads from congestion and prevents traffic jams and accidents.
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Happy drivers

Drivers are used more efficiently and can spend more time at home with their families.
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Real-Time tracking

Our "eLogistics" platform allows booking transports easily online, viewing documents, and tracking via GPS 24/7.














Frequently
 asked 
 questions 








Technical Aspects




What if all semi-trailers were craned in the conventional way?            



Modifying a semi-trailer for conventional craning is expensive, as special biting edges and reinforcements have to be applied.

This is at the expense of payload (200-500 kg) and also shortens the life of a trailer. All trailers also need separate authorisation for rail transport (codification or ILU code) and the risk of damage is high. Walking floor trailers simply cannot be craned.

Overall, the time needed for craning all trailers currently in use would be a factor that proves this idea is not economically feasible.









Can the CargoBeamer system help to achieve the traffic transfer goals set by the European Commission to shift 30% of freight traffic from road to rail?            



Yes, CargoBeamer has the potential to get freight, which is mainly done with non-craneable trailers, onto the rails as any kind of trailer can immediately get on board without any additional modification or certification.









Is the standardisation of the semi-trailer as a craneable semi-trailer the key to the success of continental Combined Transport?            



No, the market trend has been towards standard semi-trailers without biting edges necessary for craning for four decades.









Does CargoBeamer need even larger track profile increases than the current Combined Transport?            



No, CargoBeamer works within the permitted track profiles.  CargoBeamer wagons have met admission requirements for freight wagons in accordance with the ‘Technical Specifications for Interoperability (TSI)’.









Does the CargoBeamer load trailers horizontally or vertically?            



Unlike conventional craning, CargoBeamer transships its pallets with the trailers horizontally all at the same time.









What percentage of all trailers are not equipped for loading with cranes?            



More than 90% of all semi-trailers, MEGA trailers, silo and refrigerated trailers in the EU region are not craneable.









Which trailers can be transported by rail via CargoBeamer?            



The CargoBeamer system makes all trailers craneable, without modifications or additional equipment.









Are the semi-trailers more encumbered by CargoBeamer transportation than on the roads?            



Quite the opposite. The transportation is extremely gentle on frames, brakes, axles, tyres and outriggers as the trailer is mounted on the pallet just like it is on a truck and the wheels don't move.









Can trailers in CargoBeamer railcars be used with conventional freight trains, too?            



Yes, the wagons can be incorporated into any freight train.









Can trailers in CargoBeamer basket also be transshipped in conventional crane terminals?            



Yes, the pallets are craneable.









How much space do CargoBeamer terminals require?            



CargoBeamer terminals are modular and incredibly space-saving. Where there's less space, the module works successfully using one side on only one parking track. The width of the module is then less than 16 metres. They are individually adaptable to the conditions.









How many staff members are required to operate a terminal?            



CargoBeamer currently operates with three staff members per shift at a terminal, who oversee the loading of pallets and to initiate the transshipment. A wagon overseer carries out the technical inspection just like for any freight wagon and checks the secure king pin connection of the trailers in the wagons. However, the number of staff members depends on size and equipment of each terminal.

The truck driver can leave the terminal immediately after loading or unloading.









How much energy is required for the transshipment of a basket in a CargoBeamer module?            



1.2 kWh are used for loading and unloading the basket with one semi-trailer.









How much energy does CargoBeamer save as opposed to road transport?            



CargoBeamer saves approximately 66% energy as opposed to road transport.









How much CO2 does CargoBeamer save as opposed to road transport?            



Depending on the lane, CargoBeamer reduces CO2 emissions by around 75%, that's more than half as opposed to road transport. Using one train and one year as the basis for calculation, CargoBeamer prevents around 3,500 tonnes CO2 from polluting nature.









Is CargoBeamer affected by weather conditions?            



CargoBeamer even works in extreme conditions such as heat, snow and ice, as it doesn't use any weather-sensitive technology. It is simple, robust and secure. Even strong winds such as in a crane terminal do not interfere with operations.









If a module fails in the terminal, does the entire transshipment come to a halt?            



No. The modules work independently of each other, meaning that everything else carries on.









How long does CargoBeamer need to load and unload a train?            



The CargoBeamer system needs less than 20 minutes to load and unload a whole 700-metre-long train with 36 wagons and up to 72 semi-trailers in parallel.









Do the CargoBeamer wagons need more maintenance than other wagons?            



The maintenance and repair costs correspond to those of conventional pocket wagons.









What is the cost-benefit ratio of the CargoBeamer technology?            



CargoBeamer has a cost-benefit ratio of 7:1, that's really good. Each euro invested in CargoBeamer results in a benefit of 7 euros – for you, for society, for everyone.
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Contact




	CargoBeamer AG®
	Kreuzstraße 12
	04103 Leipzig





	+49 341 652 339 00
	info@cargobeamer.com
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